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RAID~He longed for the feeling of the wind on his face, the sound of his Harley roaring in his ears,

the smell of the road. But now, all he felt was pain, all he heard was the guy down the hall

screaming for help, all he smelled was blood, piss, and the death he was being denied. Paralyzed

from the hips down after being hit by a roadside bomb in Afghanistan, he was stuck in his hospital

bed remembering days gone by when he'd had something worth living for. His club. His brothers.

Hadn't heard from those bastards for years now, and he wasn't going to call them just to see the pity

on their faces when they realized he'd never ride again. The nurse who tormented him brought him

a letter, and everything changed. ATHENA~She'd never thought he would write her back, she'd just

sent a letter to a random soldier in the hospital, not knowing how else to give back, and after six

months of being pen pals, she'd developed quite a crush on the guy. On Raid. But then after asking

to come visit him in the hospital, he vehemently told her no, and hadn't responded to any more

letters. It left her wondering if she'd been catfished, left her wondering if the break from reality his

letters had given her, the connection she'd thought they had, was nothing but words on a page. One

letter, and everything changed. Who'd have thought?
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I decided to try this 2 book series because I enjoyed Ms. Wroth's Alien Romance - Sarazen's Claim.

I think I liked this one a bit more although I have the same compliments & complaints for each.I've

tried motorcyle club books before but in general they're too raunchy for me. I started the first in the

series - got annoyed with the rough talk & deleted it. But the 2 chapters I'd gotten through had

already roped me in! So I downloaded it again & read on then continued on to the 2nd in the series.

While I still don't like the rough, culturally specific talk - I enjoyed both stories - in different ways. I

enjoyed the start of Athena's Raid almost immediately - the MC culture wasn't as in my face as the

first book & I have a weakness for the wounded warrior storyline.I felt drawn to the characters and

was caught by the imagery the writer creates. There were tons of sex scenes - a good amount of

variety - I didn't lose interest in them as I have with some other authors' redundancy. I don't like

spanking scenes & threats & that happened in this story more than once - a minus for me. There's

some action & a decent enough plot. The lack of real action particularly annoyed me in this book

because the storyline set up the opportunity for an awesome & powerful ending / action scenes then

completely failed to deliver! Aargh!Besides the annoying editing issues - a boatload of commas

errors & frequent misspelling of words such as TOO as 'to', DESSERT as 'desert' - my complaints

continue to be the lack of action scenes by the rough, tough guys and the ridiculous situations that

call for HUGE Suspend Belief moments.
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